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Statistics Dept.'s. Behind In Installing 18 IBM Computers

DELAUS DUE TO BIDDING, SHIPPING

By Joe Spasiano

The statistics department is almost two months behind in their installation of 18 IBM XT personal computers, some of which were received in November, according to Lloyd H. Rosenberg, the statistics department chairperson.

The XT's are a supercharged version of the IBM personal computer now used in the microcomputer lab. Eight machines were received in November and the remaining 10 were shipped in January. The cost of the computers is approximately $90,000 for all 18.

"We never expected that it would be this long before the room was completed," Rosenberg said, referring to room 426 of the 26th Street building, where the computers are being set up. Rosenberg added that, "It was our expectation that they would be there at the beginning of this semester and it's been dragging on and on. Rosenberg explained that a delay was due to problems, both in the bidding and on the part of the XT's installation. "It's basically a problem of getting material," said Alphonse T. Zato ski, associate director of Campus Planning, who is in charge of room 426's renovation. He predicted that the job would be finished in "a very short" time, but could not be more specific.

According to Instructor David Stephan, a member of the committee that picked the XT's, the idea was "Continued on page 7"

USS Seeks 5/¢ Fee Increase To Expand Student Services

By Steven Appenzeller

The University Student Senate (USS) has announced its intention to seek an increase in the CUNY- wide activity fee which funds the organization. If approved, this would be the first increase since 1978 when the Board of Trustees established the fee.

Presently, the fee is 50¢ per semester and the proposal, if accepted, would raise it to 5/¢ per semester. USS officers say that this is less than the $1.50 per semester fee that the current fee doesn't buy for similar organizations such as the State University of New York.

"We think the USS needs the extra funds," said Norma W. Storer, professor of sociology and anthropology and chairperson of the Faculty Senate, about the designated times. Storer characterized both sections as "prime time" since there are an estimated 4,500 students present in these classes. In order for the amended charter to pass, 30 percent of students and faculty must vote and approve it by a majority.

To prepare for the elections, Storer enlisted the aid of the Graphic Arts department, the Administration Center and the Registrar's office.

Registrar Thomas P. McCarthy said an advisory section was chosen because they are "the heaviest (in numbers of students,) they're in the middle of the week and there's a better possibility of students being in class."

"There was some controversy concerning Article Twelve: Voting Rights. As it stands now, it provides for the extension of voting rights to lecturers holding Certificates of Continuous Employment, but not to tenured College Lab Technicians." Storer explained that a referendum was conducted a few years ago to provide this, but not enough students voted in the election. As a result, President Joel Segall would not pass it. "Between then and now, the professors in the natural sciences department did quite a bit of talking about it."

Storer added, "Between then and now, all faculty members, but that President Joel Segall would not pass it. Between then and now, the professors in the natural sciences department did quite a bit of talking about it." Storer said as a result, the motion was defeated at the February 23 meeting of the Faculty Senate. Storer said he understood the lab technicians' demand was "Continued on page 7"
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**EDITORIALS**

**Computer Capers**

Red tape has once again been used to justify a delay at Baruch. Eighteen computers have been sitting gathering dust since November (see story, page 1). That $390,000 in waste of equipment is almost enough to purchase another computer.

It is difficult to believe that Baruch is not ready, there is a microcomputer lab on 24th Street that can house at least some of these machines. The lab has sufficient facilities — as far as the Secretary of State is concerned — almost identical to storage. There is one important reason why this machine is not being used — it is lab not controlled by the Statistics Department. Is getting these machines set up, so we can be used by students and faculty, as important as office politics?

Due to the City University's limited budget, which entails an extended bidding process, anything to do with computers is going to be the loss of the planned 79th building. (Ticker 2/14). Office politics should not be an additional constraint.

---

**LETTERS**

**Boring But Vital Election**

On April 11th, the students will vote on a revision of the Baruch College Governance Charter (see story on page 1), for the foundation of the college's structure and operations. In order to send to the CUNY Board of Trustees for final approval, 30 percent of the students must vote in the election. This year, students were chided for not voting in sufficient numbers to pass amendments. In the past, students have no vote. The election is a way to show the entire college community of the desire for change and to have their say in the future of the college. Without the letters concerning political parties, who do not get tenure. However, along with the right to help make decisions gives the responsibility to take an interest in elections in the past, students were chided for not voting in sufficient numbers to pass amendments. Copies of the proposed revision are available in the Office of the Dean of Student Activities. Take a copy, make your decision, and vote. It would be a shame if the revision fails for lack of participation.

---

**DIALECTICS**

**90's in the Feudal States of America**

By Adrian Rose Jessop

It is 1990. Reactions of what used to be called the Third World are mixed, at least as the Soviet empire slowly begins to disintegrate. The United States has been left in the dust by the new superpowers. Each country is working to secure its own interests and secure the most advantageous position for itself. The United States is trying to rebuild its economy, but the debt is too high for it to borrow money from foreign sources. The Soviet Union is trying to stabilize its economy, but it is too dependent on oil exports. China is trying to modernize its economy, but it is too dependent on foreign aid.

---

**PLUS**

**SEND LETTERS TO THE TICKER**

Room 307 of The Student Center

**LETTER TO YOUR STUDENT KNOWS WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND...**

---

**GEDCUT**

**Terminal Software**

By Fred Foxwell

A few weeks ago, Walter Mondale was asked to recommend someone to be the next Secretary of the Treasury. It was a question that came up during an interview with the Washington Post. The interviewer asked if Mondale had any suggestions. His answer was yes.
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SUNY CATTARAUGUS COLLEGE'S three-year-old Health Sciences Program has been approved to offer a four-year degree in Allied Health.

The program is a result of a collaborative effort between Cattaraugus Community College and SUNY Health Science Center Buffalo. It will provide students with the education and skills needed to succeed in the health care field.

Applications for admission to the program are being accepted now for the fall semester.

CHANCELLOR MURPHY PRESS CONFERENCE

Poughkeepsie Journal
March 27, 1984

Chancellor Murphy Press Conference

SUNY Cattaraugus College, located in Lackawanna, N.Y., is one of the SUNY community colleges that have been approved to offer a four-year degree in Allied Health.

Chancellor John. T. Murphy, Jr., announced the approval during a press conference at the college's main campus.

The program will offer a variety of career opportunities in the health care field, including nursing, medical technology, and allied health professions.

Applications are being accepted now for the fall semester, and classes will begin in September.

Students interested in applying can contact the admissions office at SUNY Cattaraugus College for more information.

The Health Sciences Program at SUNY Cattaraugus College is designed to prepare students for entry-level positions in the health care field.

Chancellor Murphy noted that the program is a response to the growing need for qualified health care professionals in the region.

He added that the college is committed to providing students with the education and skills they need to succeed in the health care field.

The program will be available to students who have completed their associate degree at SUNY Cattaraugus College.

More information about the program can be found on the college's website at www.sunny.edu.

Students interested in applying can contact the admissions office at SUNY Cattaraugus College for more information.
The sound of an alarm at the 18th Street Fire Drill building on March 13 caused buildings across campus to sound the alarm, which caused the alarm to go off in the 18th Street building. It was instead as if there had been an actual fire.

According to Harry McLoughlin, Director of Security at Baruch, "This is a construction worker on the 18th floor who was working on an alarm, which caused the alarm to go off in the 18th Street building. It was instead as if there had been an actual fire."

The alarm system at Baruch, according to faculty members and faculty members who worked on the alarm, was not working properly. The faculty members were trapped in the building, said, "This is a very serious situation for this amount of people. It is a dangerous situation, and we need a system to protect oneself from the fire and evacuate safely.

McLaughlin added that a public announcement (P.A.) system is part of the entire control system and will be cut into a program solution if the alarm conditions is in and which floor changes should be continued.

Several faculty members commented that College Security was called and gave the same evacuation plan as the 18th Street building.

McLaughlin added that a public announcement (P.A.) system is part of the entire control system and will be used to announce what floor was the alarm condition is in and which floor changes should be continued.
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Praying for No Prayers

By Michael Landau

In the middle of the 1984 Presidential Election, a journalist posed a provocative question to the candidates. "What is the most important issue facing the nation today?" The candidates responded with a variety of answers, ranging from the economy to national security. Yet the question remains: how can we address the issue of prayer in public schools?

We must first understand the historical context of prayer in our schools. In the early 1960s, the Supreme Court ruled that prayer in public schools was unconstitutional. However, this decision was not widely accepted, and many people felt that it was unjust. In the years since, there have been several attempts to bring prayer back into our schools.

While the issue of prayer in public schools has been controversial, it is important to remember the role that religion plays in our lives. Religion provides a sense of meaning and purpose, and it can be a powerful force for good. However, it is important to balance this with the importance of freedom of religion. We must find a way to allow people to practice their religion while also respecting the rights of others.

Religious Intervention in Politics

By Steven Appenbee

There has been a significant trend towards increased religious activity in the political sphere. Many politicians, especially those from religious backgrounds, have used their faith as a tool to gain support.

The move towards greater religious participation in politics that resulted in the current attention on the federal legislative body. President Reagan has a history of appearing before fundamentalist and evangelical groups and declaring that there has been "a spiritual crisis" in the nation. This crisis, he argues, is due to the secular and political priorities that have taken over.

The President has every right to express his religious beliefs, but he must do so in a way that is not divisive. It is important to remember that our political system is based on the principle of separation of church and state.

Religious groups have a right to express their beliefs, but they must do so in a way that is not divisive. It is important to remember that our political system is based on the principle of separation of church and state.

Sikhs' Political Demands

By Apeelal Shaw

The Sikh community in India is demanding complete freedom for the religion. This demand is based on the fact that Sikhism is a religion that is based on the idea of equality and freedom. Many Sikhs believe that they have been discriminated against by the government.

The Sikhs are demanding that they be allowed to have their own holidays and that they be allowed to have their own schools. They also want to have the right to a radio station and to have their own television station.

The Sikh community is also demanding that they be able to have their own police force. They believe that they have been discriminated against by the police force, and they want to have their own force to protect themselves.

The Sikh community is also demanding that they be allowed to have their own army. They believe that they have been discriminated against by the army, and they want to have their own force to defend themselves.

The Catholic Church in Ireland

By Arthur Kingle

The major political conflict in Ireland is between the Catholic Church and the Irish Republican Army. This conflict dates back to the partition of Ireland in 1921.

The Catholic Church has a long history in Ireland, and it has been a powerful force in Irish politics. However, the Church has also been involved in many controversial issues, such as abortion and same-sex marriage.

The Church's position on these issues is not widely accepted, and many people feel that the Church is too powerful and should be subject to more regulation.

The government has been trying to balance these issues, but it has been difficult. Many people feel that the Church should have more influence in Irish politics, while others feel that the Church should be kept at arm's length.

This conflict is likely to continue for many years to come, and it will be important to find a solution that respects the rights of all involved.
I last September. We had about statistics? That's when I was going to buy. That's when it happened. I did. She said to take it. I went into Taveras. Ticker owner asked me to run from Death. I'm not sure about the run. I'm not sure. I went back to the University for information call the DSU office: 725-3377.

By Manny Tavio

Baruch

People

David Webster is a twenty-two year old marketing management major at Baruch. He works two weeks a week as a waiter in his father's Romanesque/Italian Restaurant on East Houston. He's also a member of the men's basketball team and he goes to his classes. He's a good student. He's good student. He's a good student.

David does some cold calling for the DSU office, and came up with a new marketing campaign. He's also a member of the men's basketball team and he goes to his classes. He's a good student. He's a good student. He's a good student.
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**The Gentleman at WKTU**

By Peter Stewart

Located only 350 miles north of New York, Montreal is the ideal place for those who are interested in visiting Canada more than the Canadian dollar has a lot to offer. Montreal is a French-speaking city with a vibrant cultural scene, delicious cuisine, and a relaxing atmosphere. Whether you're looking for fine dining, shopping, or a night out on the town, Montreal has something for everyone.

Montreal is the capital of the province of Quebec, and the largest of Canada's three largest cities. The city is known for its rich history, beautiful architecture, and unique blend of French and British influences. Montreal's cultural scene is vibrant, with a wide range of museums, galleries, and theaters. The city is also home to a number of festivals, including the Montreal International Film Festival and the Just for Laughs Festival.

Montreal is also a major tourist destination, with a number of attractions to explore. The Old Port is a charming historic district with cobblestone streets, restaurants, and shops. The Olympic Stadium is a world-famous landmark, and the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts is one of the largest and most important art museums in North America.

Montreal is a city that is easy to get around, with a well-developed public transportation system. The metro is a quick and convenient way to get around the city, and the city's taxi fleet is one of the most efficient in North America.
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STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD

COMEDY HOUR SERIES

HA HA!

Baruch College Student Center

Time Place
12:30-1:30 OAK LOUNGE STUDENT CENTER

COFFEE CONCERT SERIES

NEW YORK'S TOP TUB BANDS AT NO EXPENSE TO YOU!

Time Place
12:30-1:30 OAK LOUNGE STUDENT CENTER

THURS.· FRI. MON. MOVIE SERIES

MAKING WALL STREET... A FLAT-STANDED JACK

Time Place
2:30-2:30** APR. 28th "THE VERDICT"

Time Place
MON. @ 10:00 pm FREE CUTTING

BARUCH COLLEGE Student Center

We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm. 302 (Student Center)

ARTS

Stage: Wartime Camp, South African Stunner

Woza Albert! is a vividly architected South African theatre work which depicts the night before the Christmas massacre at the other end of the world. Jesus Cristo (Menelisi Moleme) was to stage his Christmas Carol in that oppressive white-owned police state. Actors Percy Moleme and Menelisi Moleme performed in the production, all of the more pronounced since the movements of that African theatre in those years still struggle for democracy. Menelisi Moleme is the director and writer, and he was Woza Albert! (which is the English translation of the actual Afrikaans National Congress and Nobel Peace Laureate) and they are working with the same idea in Africa, along with Franco Blu and Robert Schuyler, and local Baruch student, a former Baruch photographer named Leslie Szendy.

Young Artist do get the chance to exhibit in New York, perhaps in a show in the Chelsea Gallery. This, of course, is not a certainty. The only unsatisfactory photograph he made mentioned above is of forced racial concentration into non-native areas, that is the very problem the Baruch student will be working with, confusing the clear and simple point of view. Leslie feels that "the image should be interesting, not just a means of recording a moment, but as a response of the man who turned it." He added that he wants to have "the complete control" over the content and that it is not only the other effect. Leslie Szendy's work is forward-looking towards the idea that there is no black and white photograph, each of them is a color photograph. The Baruch student is the one who wishes to be called a colorist. Leslie Szendy is also in charge of graphic and all technical equipment, the Baruch student, the director, and the director. (Two of the architectural works are over-painted in the last issue of the magazine.) All of this equipment is the result of the Baruch student's work, and he is interested in the very problem of the image's definition. Meanwhile, Lord Bottomley (Paul Justice) of the dashing Lord Armbruster (Philip Mosettig) still wishes only to "get him." But his wife, Novia (Lori Lynn), a professional woman, is interested in delivering Christian Caesars, and the Baruch student is the one who will be working with the image. The diaphanous film is finally exposed and the Baruch student is working in a photographic studio. "Let no one be afraid to die in glorious victory," the Ring's man will read. But there is a glimmer of hope, perhaps Morena will see this image, or read it, appeal to a better window. (Even though the pictures probably should not have been placed, the Baruch student is working on his very own very well.) The most successful and the most beautiful is his picture of "The Doomed," a picture of two men who are working with the same idea in Africa, along with Franco Blu and Robert Schuyler, and local Baruch student, a former Baruch photographer named Leslie Szendy.

Baruch Photographer: The Focus is Fiscal

Baruch Photographer is a department which is designed to provide fresh and unique perspectives on the Baruch College environment. It is the responsibility of the Baruch Photographer to capture the essence of the Baruch College experience through the lens of photography. The Baruch Photographer works closely with the Department of Communications to ensure that images are accurately and effectively communicated to the Baruch College community and beyond.

The Baruch Photographer is responsible for:

1. Capturing high-quality photographs that accurately represent the Baruch College environment.
2. Collaborating with the Communications Department to develop and implement photography strategies.
3. Producing a diverse range of content suitable for various Baruch College publications and online platforms.
4. Providing guidance to other members of the Communications team on photography best practices.

In addition to these core responsibilities, the Baruch Photographer may also be involved in special projects or events, such as the annual Baruch College Student Art Show or the Baruch College Alumni Reunion.

The Baruch Photographer is a valuable asset to the Communications Department, as their work not only enhances the visual representation of Baruch College but also helps to promote the college's mission and values.

Carmelene Abney

Baruch Photographer
By Michael Lashinsky

On a Saturday morning in March, thousands of Baruch students are practicing baseball, with some of them even wearing uniforms. However, the baseball team doesn't have to make this decision because ten o'clock is the only time they can get in the gym preparing for the 1984 season.

Saturday morning is an odd day for practice. This particular morning is probably matched only by practicing in the gymnasium. However, because of weather restrictions the team must utilize the gymnasium instead of a field.

The contrast between practicing inside or outside is indeed a stark one. However, in preparing for the season which begins on March 31, time is of the essence.

If there were any doubts in the players' minds about how strenuous practice would be, that thought would be erased. The session was indeed fast-paced. Stretching exercises were the first order of the day as pitcher Chris Austin, left fielder, got ready to go. Coach Pete Laddomada, Assistant Coach John Krichak, and the other players were prodded to continue.

The pace was kept steady as players paired off and rolled groundballs back and forth to each other. Here they worked on reactions and lateral movement, their batting technique being tested.

In the next exercise the confines of the gymnasium came into play. The way because Laddomada hit ground balls to each player. In the closed quarters of the gym, the catching of the balls was quick, often missed by the player, sometimes placing him in a precarious position.

Although physical skills are a vital part of the game, thinking is also important. This was evident when Laddomada spent approximately one-half hour on the team's signs. This included a sign drill as each player practiced reading and reacting to the different signs.

As practice came to an end, each player took batting practice. As the players took their cuts, balls flew off the walls and also into the gym balcony. This was a lesson in survival as the balls reached the players quickly.

After batting practice the session had reached its end. It was no longer Saturday morning, but, instead, Saturday afternoon. The team had completed one more session of practice and came closer to opening day, March 31. On that day the stakes will be for real and the game will be played on the field and not in the gymnasium.

By Orest Mandy

With the 1983-84 NHL season coming to a close, the playoffs provide the most exciting part of the year for the fans of the Northwest Division, the Minnesota North Stars and the Edmonton Oilers, of the New Smythe Divisions respectively, have clinched division titles. Teams in the Wales Conference are still in a heated battle to determine who plays who and who gets the home-ice advantage in the upcoming playoffs.

The Patrick Division, home of the local teams, the New York Rangers, Islanders, and the New Jersey Devils, has the Rangers, Islanders, Flyers, and Capitals fighting for the ever-important home-ice advantage. As it stands right now, any one of these four teams can end up in first place. Although the Flyers have the edge, the way the playoffs are arranged, the first-place team and the second-place team play the third-place team.

The other divisions, the Adams, Norris, and Smythe, are also engaged in bitter feuds. In the Adams Division, the fight for first is a three-way fight involving Boston, Buffalo, and Quebec; Montreal is certain to end up in fourth. Minnesota has guaranteed itself a first-place finish, but the fight for second, third, and fourth is a bitter one between St. Louis, Detroit, and Chicago.

In the less exciting Smythe Division, the Great Gretzky and his gang have clinched not only the divisional title, but also the conference title. Calgary, Vancouver, and Winnipeg are left to fight it out for the playoff spot. The teams that win the playoffs for the Smythe Division will meet the Adams Division winner in the Stanley Cup.

The past few championships have seen the team with the most consistent defense win the Cup. The history of the past playoff series shows that the most consistent defense wins. Even though the Islanders and the Rangers have the edge, the way the playoffs are arranged, the first-place team and the second-place team play the third-place team.

The Islanders remain the favorite to win the Cup, but they have shown poor defensive play and have had to adjust to the playoffs. Overall, the Islanders are a better team than the Flyers, but they have shown inconsistencies in their defense throughout the season. The Islanders remain a formidable opponent, but they must adjust to the playoffs.

The Capitals have the edge. The way the playoffs are arranged, the first-place team and the second-place team play the third-place team. The Capitals, along with the Islanders, will meet the Flyers in the first round, but the Islanders will have to adjust to the playoffs. The Caps will have the edge in this division.

The Senators will make the playoffs for the first time since 1979. The Senators, along with the Islanders, will meet the Flyers in the first round, but the Islanders will have the edge in this division. The Senators will have to adjust to the playoffs. The Caps will have the edge in this division.